What is VoiceChoicer?

VoiceChoicer, by Eduspire Solutions, is an innovative cloud-based application which allows groups of teachers to offer multiple activity choices and let students rank their choices. Through an easy-to-use interface and activity sorting system, students vote for their favorite options and are assigned to activities based on their selections. Instead of using the often unfair “first-come, first-served” basis to sort students, VoiceChoicer helps teachers balance all selections in order to place students in their first-choice activity as often as possible, maintaining fairness and promoting balance throughout the year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Good For</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Teachers | • Enjoy flexibility and control of their schedules with the ability to decide which activities to offer and designate a capacity for each unique offering  
• Easily assign students based on their votes | • Student’s choices inform teachers’ decisions regarding future offerings  
• Enhances class satisfaction and boosts participation by giving students their first choice as often as possible throughout the school year |
| Students | • Rank the available options in order of level of interest  
• Selections are then color-coded by ranking | • Voting system allows for personalized choice  
• Color-coded interface makes choosing activities easy and fun |
| Customization | • Drag-and-drop simplicity allows students to be moved easily from one activity to another if a class is beyond capacity | • Students rank activities in the order of their desire to participate, but teachers retain the ability to override student choices as needed |
| Flexibility | • Intuitive tracking makes it easy to find and talk to students who haven’t voted  
• Voting can be tracked, down to the student level, as well as frequency of first-choice placement to ensure that all students have equal opportunity to enjoy their preferred choices | • Teachers gain insight into patterns of student choice and can easily identify and encourage reluctant students  
• Teachers and students benefit from a more streamlined process that promotes student choice, variety and organization  
• Reporting and placement tracking ensure fairness and organization |

Cost and Implementation:

- Affordable per-user fees; varies by school size. Talk to your Solutions representative for details
- Typical implementation timeframe is 2-4 weeks
- Runs on Apple, Android, and Windows operating systems for mobile device capability
- Flexible implementation options including integration into Active Directory or Google Apps for Education
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